
EUCA DISHWASHING AND LAUNDRY POWDERS ARE NOT ONLY DESIGNED TO

CLEAN YOUR PRODUCTS. THEY WILL CLEAN THE “INSIDES”, PIPES AND FILTERS

OF YOUR MACHINE AS WELL.

Clear out the rinse aid section, holder in your dishwasher.  

Using an empty dishwasher - add 30g of dishwashing powder to the

drawer, cleaner area.

Check filter in the bottom of dishwasher for any gunk etc - clear this out

to help in the cleaning of the whole machine.

Sprinkle some Euca in the bottom area as well, so all up about 40g of

Euca can be used. 

Add a glass in the glass rack area as a test item to check when finished

the cleaning process.

Run the dishwasher on the longest cycle it has - any cycle with a pause

and steam time is perfect.

Once finished - check the glass in the dishwasher. If crystal clear all good, if foggy, then you still have a reactive rinse

aid in the system. (not all rinse aids react). If any powder residue then you still have a build-up of powder fillers and

gunk in your pipes from other brands of dishwashing powder. You will need to action a cleaning cycle again to fully

clear all pipes and pumps.

The Team at Euca recommends to run your machine empty when using Euca

for the first time. 

Use about 40g and use the longest cycle you have available, with HOT water

on.  Any cycle with a soak pause is perfect.

Once completed, your machine should be fully cleaned “inside” and will not

leave anymore residue, as Euca is made to dissolve completely plus does not

have those nasty fillers that can be in your machine blocking pipes and hoses.

Also, we have been informed of glasses in dishwashers having a milky look to them after using Euca, this is actually Euca

Reacting with certain brands of “chemical Rinse Aid”. You don’t need a rinse aid when using Euca Dishwashing Powder. We

also won’t market a rinse aid as we don’t like the chemicals used in them.

Upon first use of Euca Dish Washing powder or Laundry Powder you may experience (sometimes) that a residue will appear

on your glasses, dishes, clothes etc. This is NOT a residue from Euca, but Euca is actually cleaning out the insides of your

machine. Remember Euca is 100% soluble in hot or cold water.

Euca makes your machine new again.

Recommended by washing machine experts and dish washer repairers.

SOLUTION: DISHWASHING MACHINES

PERHAPS                POWDER IS TOO GOOD
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